
DISTRICT CONCERNS

Purpose:  Share district concerns and provide ideas for how administration and school
committee can work together to bring North Kingstown’s operations and reputation back to
where it should be.

The Most Pressing Issues in District Operations Include:

(1) Finance:  We have not made headway in FY24 budget development and monitoring the
FY23 budget is difficult due to existing financial practices.

(2) Administrative Vacancies:  Consider the district administrators:
(a) Superintendent - interim in place
(b) Assistant Superintendent - interim in place, position posted
(c) Chief Operating Officer - only began this position in earnest after I took over as

interim superintendent (November).
(d) Finance Director - resigned, effective December 30th, position posted
(e) HR Director - resigned, effective December 16th, no interim, position posted
(f) PPS Director - resigned, effective December 9th, part-time interim in place, The

preferred candidate withdrew after the offer, a $5000 increase over the budgeted
amount, needed to go to SC for approval. He chose another offer from another
district.

(g) Curriculum Director - most senior cabinet member
We are not always attracting the best of the best. Many in the state do not see the
governance of the district in a positive light.  Additionally, there are no contracts that
outline completely the benefits provided.  Having all this information in a policy does not
provide any security for applicants, since the policy can be changed by the committee at
any time.  Not being able to negotiate a salary that is higher than the budgeted amount
restricts the superintendent’s ability to get a commitment from the preferred applicant.

(3) Facilities Projects - An understanding of the SBA process is not generally shared.  The
building committee has not met since May.  Bills are not approved by the building
committee before being forwarded to the town.  The architect was secured without a
competitive process.  Bills for architectural services for projects outside the bond have
been paid with bond funds.  The town was not informed of the potential for a bond
project while the stage II application for that project is due to RIDE by February 15th.
The plan to be presented to the Asset Management Commission is not of the caliber I
am accustomed to.  This plan must be submitted with the stage II application and is also
required to be submitted each year to RIDE (I believe in January).

(4) Personnel Issues - We have a number of personnel issues that have yet to be
completely resolved..



(5) Policies - The SC policy book is outdated and incomplete.  It has been nearly 2 months
since the SC identified subcommittee members but a meeting has yet to be scheduled.

Recommendations for Ways the SC Can Help Us Move from Problems to Solutions

I. Improve School Committee Practices

1. SC subcommittee members should take more of a leadership role.  Being a SC member
takes a commitment of time and energy.  Respond to emails to schedule meetings in a
more timely manner, suggesting alternate dates when dates don’t work, researching
policies from other districts and drafting policies to move forward to the policy
subcommittee are ways to take more of an active role.

2. The School Committee can serve the district well through engagement with the Town
Council and other town committees.  When we go before the Town Council with our
budget  or the Asset Management Commission for our facility needs, prior engagements
and relationships result in positive outcomes.

3. Scheduling meetings is overly time-consuming.  We are not getting responses in a timely
manner.  This becomes a roadblock for progress.

4. Agenda development can be improved.  A yearlong outline for SC meetings can be used
to plot out areas of focus throughout the year, rather than working on agendas from
meeting to meeting. Our administrative assistants spend too much time preparing and then
making last minute changes to the agendas.  After the Tues or Wed SC Chair/Supt agenda
setting meeting, the agenda should be final.  Agendas should also include an appropriate
number of topics and those topics that are a priority for district operations.

5. Meeting processes can be improved.  While Robert’s Rules provide a good structure for
keeping the meeting running smoothly, it should not be a cause for inefficiency.  I
recommend this structure:  (1) Agenda item is read by the chairperson. (2) Chairperson
asks superintendent to provide a brief description.  (3) Motion is made. (4) Motion is
seconded. (5) SC members discuss item. (6) Vote is taken.  Another option is for a
memo to be provided by the superintendent.  The memo would provide a brief (1-2
sentences) description followed by a recommended motion.  Avoid tabling items.  You
can, for example, make conditional motions (i.e. Motion to approve the acceptance of the
gift from the athletic boosters, under the condition that the boosters agree to identify the
school department as the responsible party for future maintenance.

6. Cut back on unnecessary backup materials.
a. Evaluating proposals is the responsibility of administration.  A memo verifying

that the administrator evaluated the proposals in accordance with the bid and
with associated policies and making a recommendation to SC is all that is
needed.

b. Making the administrative assistant add an email as a backup for the RIASC item
was totally unnecessary.  Not only was this question answered at the prior
meeting, but relaying the answer verbally during discussions is all that’s
necessary.



c. The memo about the payment to the town for prior year’s expense should have
sufficed.  There was no paper backup so I had to ask the town’s finance director
to create an invoice.  This “invoice” provided no further information.

7. Avoid distractions. Set priorities so that we can work together on the big stuff.  Avoid
numerous requests for information and research between meetings (continuing the
conversation outside of the open meeting by sending additional questions to
administrators is ill-advised), and delineate and respect the work of administration.

8. Understand the role of the attorney.  Attorneys are consultative on legal matters.  There
also should not be interaction between members and the attorney between meetings.
The chair consulting with the attorney on legal matters is one thing but there are so
many cc’s to the attorney on items that are not legal matters.

II. Work with the Superintendent as Partners

1. The public perception of the SC and the Superintendent is important for gaining trust from
the community and the importance of making that strong and cooperative relationship clear
and apparent cannot be overstated.   Our employees and our community deserve to see
elected officials and the administrators who serve the community in a joint effort to do
everything we can do to support students.

2. Trust the current interim superintendent’s background knowledge, considering the years of
experience in four districts.  All four were left with model policy books that other districts
look to for sample policies.  Why are we holding off policy work for a new chairperson to do
the research on how this should be done?

3. A superintendent should be able to reach out to the chairperson for guidance between
meetings.  While the chair cannot commit the committee to a decision, the support of the
chair will provide confidence from other committee members about the path suggested.

4. The superintendent should have trust that the committee is not working behind the
scenes or sharing information outside of executive sessions. If complaints are passed
along to committee members, they should be forwarded to administration (and the
person told the appropriate avenue for directly addressing concerns).

5. Members should not directly contact building administrators.  Communications should go
through the Superintendent.  Individual members, as well, should make their requests
through the chair.


